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Beautiful and beloved year after year, the Victoriana Calendar showcases the artistry of Cynthia

Hart. Here are a dozen lush collages that masterfully layer fresh flowers with beautiful vintage

jewelry, snippets of colorful ribbons and intricate laces, and antique paper ephemera that evoke

nostalgic feelings of family, hearth, and home. Hearts, roses, and cherubs put love into the air for

February; spring flowers, birds, and butterflies burst from Aprilâ€™s spread; and December delights

with a winter wonderland of angels, Santa Claus, and holly. Each vibrant arrangement reflects the

seasons and the artistâ€™s singular style. Packaged with the calendar in its ornate gift envelope are

4 die-cut postcards and a desktop easel calendar.
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Been using this calendar for years. Only wish they would get it out sooner I always have apps way

in advance for the next year and have no calendar to record them on . Even with my iPhone I like a

wall calendar . These are gorgeous calendars . Great quality .

I've never had a calendar that is such a beautiful piece of art. I bought this for my office at work, and

I find myself gravitating to look at it often; it makes me happy to see it. Can anyone even say that

about a calendar? The four free postcards were also a nice bonus. I didn't like/use/keep the

cardboard desk calendar that it came with, however. The only complaint that I have is that there is

no extra space amongst the art and dates to write in any notes.



I order one of these every year for my Victorian-themed home and this one is as lovely as all the

others have been. Beautiful Victorian scrap photos and large enough to have room to write a daily

appointment or note. Only wish it had the smaller date book that used to come with it, but the

postcards are always lovely.

I adore these Victorian calendars, have purchased one for years now to hang in my Victorian dining

room!!! Perfection for the dÃ©cor, and for use as a calendar............love the Victorian postcards they

send with the calendars too. Great decoration for Valentine's Day month.

I am a Victorian-aholic. I love these calendars, and my son buys one for me every year. I believe

this year's is the prettiest one yet, but I keep it on the wall in my bathroom, so that I can notice what

date/day it is as I'm getting ready for my day while I'm enjoying its functionality/beauty.

Beautiful calendar with glossy pages and lovely decorations. The drawback for me is that there isn't

enough room to write all of my daily notes. So I purchased a Josephine Wall calendar to use as the

main appointment calendar.

I've been buying these calendars since the 80s. The more recent ones seem duller in both color and

concept. There's way too much emphasis on mothers and children at the expense of other types of

images, such as butterflies, plants, and animals.

I purchased the 2015 calendar and loved it! I bought another to frame the month of October. I still

really like the 2016 calendar but the designs don't compare to the 2015 calendar. I am not

disappointed though. Still really cool looking!
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